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The sims 3 hair pack

Quick Reply Reply Reply: 1 (Who?), Displayed: 7576 times. Original Records #1 March 6, 2014 at 11:26 am Posts: 152 Thanks: 66 in 2 Posts 4 Achievements Sims 3 Hair Pack? I think this is the right place to post this, if I'm wrong please help. I am quite disappointed with the greatly limited range of hair in my game, especially for men of all ages, and I
wondered if someone had a package or collection or something that added in several new hairstyles in a simple download. Man or woman is good, but man is especially wanted. I tried to look for it myself, but maybe I missed something. Can anyone help? #2 March 6, 2014 at 11:31 am I don't know if any collections of hair so the best option is probably to
check out the code on MS3B and see what you like there: 20Hair my tumblr - sim photos and downloads my dreamwidth - ts2 downloads linkdecrypter - bypass adfly and other malicious pay per click download link hiders Back to top Privacy Overview Our website uses cookies so we can provide you with the best user experience possible. Cookies are stored
in your browser and perform features such as recognizing you when you return to our website and helping our team understand which parts of the site you find most interesting and useful. Strictly necessary cookies Strictly necessary cookie should be activated at all times so that we can store your preferences for cookie settings. If you disable this cookie, we
will not be able to store your preferences. This means that every time you visit this website you must enable or disable cookies again. Third party cookies This website uses Google Analytics to collect anonymous information such as the number of website visitors and the most popular pages. Keeping this cookie in place helps us improve our website. Jheri
Curls! If you've wanted some jheri curl-esque looks for your Sims, this mod is for you. Looks clean cut and stylin'. Fix Up De Base Game HairsModders loves to change things up for the better. Fortunately, The Sims 3 modding community has taken it on itself to correct re-texture, re-color and re-mesh base game haircuts. There's a lot of people out there, but
here's some to get started. Disentangled Part 1Disentangled Part 2Agent 47If you want to complete your perfect, secret agent sim, you need this mod. It adds the iconic Agent 47 barcode plus bald head combination to the available hairstyles in The Sims 3. Also useful if you wanted to make some dystopian society where everyone is a product. Big Ol'
AfroHello sugar, it's time for Power Love Hour. This mod right here brings it back old school with a great ol' afro. Look, this mod is perfect a Sim that is the double midnight Venus from Catherine. Just saying' RetexturingThis mod adds dry and elegant retexturing to certain base game games pure evil even with this hair mod. It will add beautiful, long hair that
may look a little familiar to Final Fantasy VII fans. Just keep some flower girls away from this Sim. ArmpitsIf you are in the full range of realism, this mod is for you. Add armpit hair to your Sims now! It comes in a number of four. It's all in the details, folks. Giving teens body hairTeen sims doesn't include much in the body hair department. So if you want to add
some body hair to CAS for them, get this mod. For the early bloomers. Hardly the Facial HairI'm not quite sure why you want this mod, but hey, here you go. If you've been looking for a way to make facial hair look barely visible, you're in luck. Like, serious luck. Because this mod adds some facial hair to The Sims 3 that is seriously almost invisible. Spikey,
but professionalYou know the spiked hairstyle that comes with vanilla The Sims 3? Wouldn't it be nice if it didn't go off the sides? Well, this mod makes it one thing with a new haircut. Retexture Body HairThe Sims 3 has body hair, but it might not be exactly the shape you're looking for, right? If you're tired of vanilla styles, go for this mod that tweaks them all
up a bit. Soylent GreenLook, maybe at some point you've done everything to do in The Sims 3. Maybe after that, the only thing left to do is to make plant sims. Create a whole colony of plant sims. They wouldn't be complete without this hair. Mutton chops! Ello, British guys! Looking for some mutton chops for sim gents? This mod allows you to get some
great looks they finally in the game. Watch Clean CutWant to make some dapper gentleman? A smooth business partner? A well-adjusted person? This hair mod looks amazing with a classic style. Get ready for the club with this long-haired side-swept look for your female sims. You will be talking about the gym, even. Go crazy with this mod. Boy Band
LookIf you're trying to perfect the Sim world version of One Direction, you need to get your hair right. Check out this mod that gives a timeless look. Also available for children. Beautiful and billowing beautiful long hair isn't abundant for the female Sims in The Sims 4. Fortunately, modders have come to the rescue. Here is a gorgeous, long and undulating
hairstyle that is perfect for a night out. It's also a children's version! Another Super Long HairThis hair is beautifully long and undulating. It's perfect for the hippie Sims you've worked with. Available in female and male forms. Have a cocoon Have you been looking for an elegant up-do for your Sims? How about a Kakuna that they can stay behind their heads?
This mod will do the trick! Also available for toddlers. This hairstyle looks straight out of Final Fantasy. The bad boy from it. If you're looking for something new spiked hair, try it out. It is available for adults, children and Cut 2.0This sheer cut takes a classic and adds some modern style to it. Shaved on the side and parted up on top. Looks smooth for work or
play. Swept-BackIf you're looking for a biker look, this feud-back style is sure to swoon all sims. So troubled. So deep. So well-groomed. Beautiful pigtailsWill some pigtails your Sim won't be ashamed to wear out? Try this mod. Elegant or casual, works with what mood! Poofy Up TopThis is another boy band that looks perfect for your aspiring Sim. It is
shaved on the sides and pooping up the top in a beautiful wave. Check out the mod yourself! See BadassShort hair can get hit or really miss with The Sims 3. Thanks to modders, short hair has its time to shine. Mods like this help make your haircuts your Sims won't be ashamed to show off. Pretty layered hairDo you want beautiful layered hair? It's right and
even has a Rogue-esque streak! Yes, I knew it would take you. You can get it for adults and children. GrungeyFor your more outlandish sims, this hairstyle is great. Showcase your Sims' personality with this high style. Harajuku? Urban? Grunge? God knows. Rock Rock RockMaking any classic rock sims? Any would rockers partying until dawn? This mod is
perfect for completing that look. It is available for both female and male Sims. Pretty UpdoThe most beautiful updo imaginable can now be yours. This mod is available for adults and toddlers and is perfect for your Sims' everyday ensemble. BeyonceThis gorgeous hair can be downloaded for your biggest project: Making Beyonce in The Sims 3. Yes, we
know that. We've known about your plans. Well, fear not. You have funds thanks to this mod. Now you can make the perfect Beyonce sim, circa Crazy in Love.Nicki MinajYes, we also know about your other big project: Making Nicki Minaj. Don't ask us how. We only know these things magically. Now it's easy to do thanks to this mod that makes her iconic
hair selectable in The Sims 3.You Can Do ItFinally make your classic motivational poster come to life with this hairstyle! World of WarcraftSims modders can also be great players. So there are many references to the wonderful series of Warcraft around the community. You can find a bunch of different hair rips to finish whatever Sim you want. For example,
here's a lovely elf one. Beautiful to SideBeautiful haircut is not abundant for female sims in vanilla game. Modders have helped us all overcome this blight. Here's a lovely one that's braided and to the side. FrozenLet it already goes with this mod. Lola Hairstyle: DOWNLOADSIMS 3 Berry Hairstyle: DOWNLOADSIMS 3 [TS3] - ANTO ELORA +
WONDERLANDCREDIT : Anto / @olympiasims (S4-S3 by Elora), @nemiga-sims (S4-S3 by Wonderland)Sims3Pack + Package / Teen to the Elderly / CAS Thumbnail / Please tag #shimydimsims / No reupload = &gt;None ON THE BLOG MY (adfl * free) R0ach3z || || Hair MashupIt's like... A week after Valentine's Day, huh? School sucks, but I did not forget
my BABIESSSS (ok.. I kind of did it, however. I'm here now..) but instead of my usual content I made this cute lil hair. It has Soft Girl on Tik Tok vibes just to cut through all the edgy egirl stuff floating around. Download: SimFileShare || DropBox || MediaFireHair Bobbles is the animal crossed peach! And they are accessories and should work with hat sliders!
Her hair meshes her all NewSea (Crow and Chun-Li)! Textures are of plumbobs I'm pretty sure! All LODs and no random! Peaches have customized thumbnail! TOU: I'm fine with something! Just credit me and newsea! Hi guys, so low and see this is what I worked on for the last few days that I've been away from tumblr ... I officially know how to convert and
make CC! ^_^ Quick note, feel this is my first hair conversions, I totally forgot to morphing some hair for the fat group. It wasn't until I realized that the long hair was cut in the chest, so I transformed Wingssim's hair to fit the fat morph group, which is why it looks so far outside the body from the side view. My hairs are transformed to fit the fat's sims face. I'm
sorry, I can try to go back in fixing the rest, but if you don't mind or want to fix it yourself feel free. Anyway, I like to give a special thank you to the amazing Sims 4 cc creators out there, I envy the hell out of you because you guys have skills that I haven't achieved yet. Especially @wingssims and @darkosims3 for their beautiful hair ^_^ Please check out the
tumblr and TSR pages for more amazing creations here (Nightcrawler Sims) and here (Wingssims). I hope you like the hairs and please let us know if you notice any problems other than boobage clipping ( -__-). Anyway.... Wingssims- OS0713: DOWNLOAD/Sims 4 VersionSwings Sims-Minty: DOWNLOAD/Sims 4 VersionWingssims- ON0712:
DOWNLOAD/Sims 4 VersionNightcrawler Sims-Minty: DOWNLOAD/Sims 4 VersionNightcrawler Sims-Majestic: DOWNLOAD/Sims 4 VersionOriginally posted by tvneon Sorry guys, I took all the links down and put them all up again.. hopefully their work now. All credits belong to @simpliciaty-cc (original here)Tee-ElderHigh poly - 24 kNote: Tamera's
hairstyle (right image) looks like Tias, only model skin is with scalp texture :) Teen - ElderConverted by me ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°)➡️Simpliciaty Tamera Hair TS3 - DOWNLOAD➡️Simpliciaty Tia Hair TS3 - DOWNLOAD Girlfriend Hair: DOWNLOADSIMS 3 LeahLillith SybilFemales Teen-Elder.My texture. Conversion of @nemiga Sims Custom Thumbnail. DOWNLOAD: SF |
MFAnto SabrinaFemales Teen-Elder.My texture. Conversion of @rollo-rolls Custom thumbnail. DOWNLOAD: SF | MFNightcrawler ColaFemales Teen-Elder.My texture. Conversion of @chazybazzy custom thumbnail. DOWNLOAD: SF | NomiFemales NomiFemales Texture. Conversion of @chazybazzy custom thumbnail. DOWNLOAD: SF | MFSimpliciaty
AuroraDOWNLOAD: SF | MF * Jump out of a bunch of garbage * Hiiiiiiii! I'm alive! I do not recommend an unhealthy perfectionism to anyone. Today is a rare day when I can take a picture of sim without being completely dissatisfied with them xDI hope you all do well! ♥ 64 New HairsAs the fundraisers have achieved their goals (for now Ewa will continue to
need our support!) SOS hairs have been released to the public. SSFF skins and worlds can still be won by doing the challenges or donating to Ewa! For Ewa (sims3hasstoppedworking): link and donate, leave tumblr name in the comments box so I can see who donated what! So just IM me and I will send you your gifts! Gifts!
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